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The coming centenary of the Whitechapel murders has prompted a fair amount 
of activity. Among the new books, the best overall survey remains Donald 
Rumbelow' s THE COMPLETE JACK THE RIPPER, now in a thoroughly revised edition 
(££££    14.95 from W.H. Allen). Excellent selection of illustrations, literate and engross-
ing text. The facts are stated and the theories examined. The book concludes 
with an account of the Ripper' s appearances in literature, drama and cinema. 
Now of course Rumbelow must set to work on another revision, to include the 
other books that have appeared this year. Colin Wilson & Robin Odell' s JACK 
THE RIPPER: SUMMING UP & VERDICT (Bantam Press, ££££    12.95) also provides a fine 
survey of facts and theories. The authors are particularly strong on the 
psychology of the murderer, comparing him with others who qualify as outsid-
ers. The crucial notes of Melville MacNaghten are given in full, and the book 
ends with an updated selection from Alexander Kelly' s bibliography of Jack 
the Ripper - another valuable volume that will soon need to be revised again. 

Neither book offers an identification of the Ripper, though Robin Odell makes 
an interesting suggestion as to his profession. Martin Howells & Keith Skinner 
have found themselves drawn to one suspect, M.J. Druitt, originally proposed 
by Tom Cullen and Dan Farson. They have run to earth clues that Farson was 
unable to follow up, proving some interesting but valueless and others of 
previously unsuspected value. THE RIPPER LEGACY: THE LIFE & DEATH OF JACK 
THE RIPPER (Sidgwick & Jackson, ££££    12.95) provides strong evidence that Druitt was 
in the right place at the right time - at least, some of the time. More interest-
ing, to my mind, are the newly revealed connections between so many of the 
suspects: Druitt, Stephen, Gull, Sickert and others. Another identification is 
made by Martin Fido in THE CRIMES, DETECTION AND DEATH OF JACK THE RIPPER 
(Weidenfeld & Nicolson, ££££    10.95), who has at least established pretty firmly the 
identity of MacNaghten' s suspect " Kosminski"  in the person of one Nathan 
Kaminski. Whether he was Jack is another matter, but it seems probable. Fido' s 
reassessment of the characters and trustworthiness of the police officials 
concerned is particularly valuable. 

The most unusual of the new books is Peter Underwood' s JACK THE RIPPER: ONE 
HUNDRED YEARS OF MYSTERY. More attention than before is given to the partic-
ipation of the medium, Robert James Lees, and there is a particularly interest-
ing section on the lingering psychic influence of the murders. Underwood offers 
two possible suspects, and allows at least the possibility of John Morrison' s 
theory (previously unpublished) that one James Kelly was the Ripper. Much more 
evidence is needed, in all cases, though, before a dispassionate reader will be 
convinced. Still, positive identification isn' t the point. The book is an en-
grossing atmospheric guide to the Ripper' s London, then and now. There isn' t a 
dud among these books, but the Sherlockian who wants to acquaint himself for 
the first time with the most notorious of Victorian crimes should certainly go 
for THE COMPLETE JACK THE RIPPER. 

From Tony Medawar: the script of THE MASK OF MORIARTY by Hugh Leonard has 
been published by Brophy Books of Dublin at ££££    5.50 sterling. V. Dyer-Moses has 
sent me a copy of the June issue of WEST INDIAN DIGEST, with a good article on 
the Holmes centenary and an excellent assessment of Conan Doyle' s THE CRIME 
OF THE CONGO. Copies should still be available from Tower House, I39/149 Font-
hill Rd, London N4 3HF. 

The Bloomsbury Square Collection (Sherlock Holmes Collectibles) , of 7474 Creed-
moor Road, Suite 221B, Raleigh, North Carolina 27612, USA, offers a nice-looking 
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Centenary commemorative cloisonne badge, about 1"  diameter, showing Holmes & 
Watson, with the legend " 100 years. Sherlock Holmes. 1887. 1987" . Prices: 1-4, $8.95 
each; 5-9, ££££    7.95 each; 10 - 14, $6.95 each; 15 or more $5.95 each. Prices are inclusive. 
This is a limited edition of 400, each one numbered and registered to the 
purchaser. 

Numismarketing Associates (5189 Jeffdale Avenue, Woodland Hills, California 91364, 
USA) offer a limited edition of 300 silver and 35 14 carat gold Centennial 
medals, surrealistically portraying Holmes'  face pierced by a keyhole. Size 
about l½"  x 1¼" , with an optional loop for a chain. Prices: silver, $99.50 each; 
gold, $995 each. Postage, $5.00 per order. 

Virginia Lou Seay (c/o Calhoun Book Store, PO Box 8945, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
55408, USA) has an interesting Sherlockian booklist available. 

221 " A"  Baker Street Associates (PO Box 351453, Los Angeles, California 90035-998, 
USA) had a well-deserved success with their special commemorative LP of two 
Rathbone/Bruce radio shows. Now they are planning regular releases on cassette 
of a recently acquired large number of the shows, to which the same high stan-
dards of re- recording and packaging will be applied. Tony Howlett has heard a 
sampler and says that the sound quality is very good. The first cassettes will 
be issued in America through Simon & Schuster. Arrangements are in progress 
for release outside North America and the Philippines. Write to Ken Greenwald 
at the above address for further information. 

The Baker Street Irregulars'  Annual Reception for all Sherlockians will be held 
the day after our own Annual Dinner, on Saturday 9th January at 24 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York, from 2.30 to 5 pm. Tickets available until 15th December at $20 
each; after that, and at the door, they' ll be $25. Cheques made out to The Baker 
Street Irregulars and sent to Robert E. Thomalen, BSI, 69 Glen Road, Eastchester, 
NY 10709, USA. 

The Annual Dinner of the Adventuresses of Sherlock Holmes unfortunately clash-
es with our own, on Friday 8th January at 6 pm. It will be held at Garvin' s 
Restaurant, 19 Waverly Place, New York. Price, $40 per person. Cheques payable 
to Evelyn A. Herzog, 235 West 15th Street, New York, NY 10011, USA. Reports on 
previous ASH dinners are very favourable, and the menu this year looks mouth-
watering. 

Also via ASH, I' ve received an ad for THE WOMEN' S HOMES COMPANION, a calen-
dar for 1988 featuring Holmesian and Victorian women of note and notoriety. 
Price $10. Cheques payable to P. Moran, Harpies Bizarre, PO Box 854, Kendall 
Square, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142, USA. 

From John E. Stephenson: THE SPECKLED BAND, illustrated by Dean Morrissey (St 
Martin' s Press, no price given) is in a series called Nightlights  - " There' s a 
secret in each picture - a glowing element that only comes out in the dark” . 
Someone called Pamela West has written a book called YOURS TRULY, JACK THE 
RIPPER (familiar title); is it fiction or non-fiction? And who' s the publisher? 
Historical Products (PO Box 220, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02238, USA) has a 
special flyer on A STUDY IN SCARLET. Is this a new edition of the book, or is 
the flyer complete in itself? Write to Historical Products for a copy and find 
out! Charlotte & Brian Erickson (726 Sutter Street, Palo Alto, California 94903, 
USA) offer THE INVENTORY OF 221B BAKER STREET for $6 inclusive. " A most worth-
while publication" , says John. 

THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON TO YOU ALL. 

 


